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Queezinmt -hockt in a bhder  is a composition for five woociwinds, five 

brass, percussion (two players), piano, two violins, viola, celio and double bass, 

with a duration of approximately 14 minutes. There are six main sections in this 

piece. The work is strudured so that musical ideas flow smoothly and gradually 

between sections. Also, the musical events are organized in such a way that the 

perceived, experienced tirne is manipulateci and distorted, through varying 

activity and density of musical events. 
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Introduction 

Queetinart -hocket in a blender is a composition for eighteen players-five 

woodwinds, five brass, two percussionists, piano, two vioiins, viola, cello and 

double bass-with a duration of approxirnately fourteen minutes. The title has 

no devance to the musical materials in the piece; it is a titie chosen so as not to 

impose presupposed programmatic ideas and/or emotive qualities on the 

listener. Therefore, the piece has no subjective meaning-it is simply a flow of 

musical events. One could suggest that the titie implies the existence of 'hocket- 

like' matenal in the work, but this material would be 'minced' and scattered due 

to the fact that it has been fed to a blender, in a figurai marner, of course. This, 

then, Ieaves the listener confused with respect to the disperseci appearance and 

the function of the 'hocket-like' material, and more importantly, leaves the 

listener at 'square one'-decidhg how to listen to the piece. Furthermore, the 

absence of presupposed conditions forces one to listen actively to the immediate 

characteristics of the piece as it unfolds - timbre, form, rhythm, dynamics, etc. 

The non-programmatic title is important insofar as it imposes on the 

Listener the important issue of the piece-'figures.' Figures can be dexribed as 

the movement of sound in a multi-dimensional process. The figures in t h i s  piece 

have a dual rote in respect tc, how they are structureci and how they function in a 

largescale form. Firstiy, the figures in this piece undergo slow and gradua1 



metamorphosis within sections, and on a larger scale, from section to section. 

Secondly, the figures are created in such a way that they distort and manipulate 

pe~eived time. nie unification and interplay of these huo ways in which 

figures behave in this work establishes a fom, one which acts as a CO-dependent 

third factor in a mu1 ti-dimensional web of interrela ted elements working 

together to cause the manipulation of perceived temporality. Before tackling the 

specific figura1 details that enable musical temporal manipulation in each of the 

six sections in Qwzinmt - hocket in a blendo; it is necessary to dixuss how 

figures can manipulate and distort perceived tirne. 

Manipulation of time 

A key influence in composing Qwezinmt - Aocket in a blender, with respect 

to the manipulation of perceived time, is the theoretical and psychological 

philosophy of music termed 'c~rnplex.'~ A major composer of 'complex' music is 

Brian Femeyhough (b. 1943), a composer who often strives to distort perceived 

bime in his work. One of the reasons this music is labeled 'cornpied is due to its 

'information-overloadf aura1 quality. Barbara R. Barry believes that the more 

'effort' required to process a multitude of complex musical events the more time 

the listener believes has gone by; she has termeci this The Tempo/Densify Tllwry.2 

Most often, when music is so densely written with respect to rhythms, dynamics, 

' This music is also referred to as lNew Complexity." 
Barbara R Barry, Musical Time: n e  Senw of Order (Stuyvesant, N'Y: Peudragon Press, 1990), 18 1. 



attacks, and timbres within a multitude of simultaneous figura1 processes, the 

brain can not 'catch up,' thereby distorting and lengthening the natural sense of 

time; this "constantly creates situations which are psychically rather than 

physically exhausting.") This occurs when 'clocK time, or the internally 

constant, natural human time of reference- heart rate, rate of breathing, 

adrenaline flow-is distorted due to the swarrn of audible information in a 

multidimensional frame. Ferneyhough has said that this can occur in music 

where "the relatiowhip between the rate of harmonic change and the density of 

surface figuration ... encourage[s] the mind to move 'too fast! and, as a result, 

find itself constantly puiled up short by the süghtly counterintuitive viscosity of 

information presentation."d Though this is true, it must be clarifieci that 

"cornplex percephial state anse, not from the quantity of discrete particles 

distinguishable therei %...but by reason of the penpertival causal energies with 

which they are invested as a result of the intersection, impingement and mutual 

transformation of Linear processes in momentary successive or overlapping 

chaotic vortices of perturbance."5 More simply, the percephrai distortion of time 

" does not correspond to the amoun t of information presented, but has more to do 

with contextual relationships, and with the quality of mental structures derived 

3 Richard Toop. 'On Complexity." Perspectives of New hfusic 3 1 .  No. 1 (Winter, 1993). 55. 
' Iama Born, Tornposhg a Viable (If Transitory) Self-Brian Femeyhough in conversaiion with James 
Born," Perspectives of New Music 32, No. 1 (Winkr, 19941, 123. 
' Brian Femeyhough,   pi el Universes,n in Asihetik und Komposition: Zur Akfualilo< der Dwmstadter 
Ferienkursarbeit, Damsiadter Beiirage 20 (Mainz, 1994), 18. 



from the surfaces by the Iistener."6 It is at khis point that the manipulation and 

distortion of time becornes an objective entity: 

When w e  listen intensely to a piece of music there are moments when our conscioumess 
detaches itseif h m  the immedmte flow of events and cornes to stand apart, memuring, 
scanning aware of itself operathg in a "speculative time-space" of dimensions different 
h m  those appropriate to the musical discourse in and of itseif. We bemme aware of 
the pashg of time as bomething dosely approachuig a physical, obyxbvized presence.7 

The only way in which manipulation and distortion of time can take place 

is Uvough the retention of stimuli. Robert E. Ornstein, a psychologist who has 

studied and conducted experinients on the manipulation of perceived time, 

believes that the manipulation of experienced t h e  must involve: 

... a memory of the enthe inknd, longer than the fleeting 'input registef storage. The 
ûme-order effect shows that any approach to duration experience must be a storage one, 
not merely an 'input register' type. These theories are of similar order, the only 
difference being that the 'input register' holds that duration experience depends on the 
input information during the interval, whde a storage appioech holds [thatl the 
dormation r-ning in storage determines duration experience. 

In other words, it is the memory of events that is a crucial factor in the distortion 

of perceived time. Also, the degree to which experienced time will be 

lengthened depends on the size of space required to retain stimuli: 

It takes more space to store new events, so that an Uicrease in the number of events in an 
interval should increase storage site and Lengthen the experience of duration of that 
interval. It a h  takes more space to store uicreesingly complex events (in the 
domation theory sense) so the experience of duration should lengthen as the 
complexity of the s û m S  or of the sequence of samuL increase.9 

6 James Boros, "Why Complexity-Part Two (Guest Editor's Introduction)," Perspectives of New ,Lfusic 
32. No. 1. (Winter, 1994). 9 1. 

' Brian Fenieyhough, 'The Taciility of Time (Darmstadt Lecture 1 !l88)," Perspectrives of New Music 3 1, 
No. 1 (Winter, 1993),2 1. 

R O ~ R  E. Onisiein, On the Experience of Tinte (Middlesex England: Penguin Bocks, 1 %9), 104. 



The manipulation and distortion of time in Queezinmf - hocket in a &Zen& 

is based on the discussions above regarding the manipulation of time. As far as 

the distortion of perceived time is concerneci, a distinction must be made: 

'figure' is, in a way, related to 'texture', but there is an important difference. TO 

manipulate pe~eived  the, one must not regard the movement of sound as 

'texture.' A single, global view of a mass of musical information (texhiral 

listening) negabes any chance for there to ela'st any distortion of perceived time. 

On the other hand, when one listens to a m a s  of musical information as 

intenvoven and interrelateci non-linear sound obpcts in motion, then time 

distortion might occur. It is the intent in most of the six sections of this piece to 

start at a low and static degree of pe~ceptuai temporai distortion, inmase to a 

higher degree, and then decrease back down to a lower degree. In other words, 

the figures expand the perceived duration of each section by a length generated 

due to the activity and density of musical information. The degree to which 

experienced time will be lengthened ultimately rests on the listenefs musical 

ability. An experienced listener will retain more of the specific details of musical 

ideas and figures for a longer penod of time-themby increasing the degree of 

perceived time distortion - than an inexperienced listener. As mentioned earlier, 

the way in which time is rnanipulated in this piece is dependent on the figures: 

artivity in the individual voices (linearly), activiq in general (vertically/non- 

linearly), orchestration (timbres involved), dynamics, register, short and long 

notes, etc.. Though the figures and perceived temporal distortions change 



slowly and graduauy, thereby naturaliy blurring sectional articulations, forma1 

divisions are appended here for analy tical purposes: 

Section A: mm. 1 - 37 

B: mm. 38 - 81 

C: mm. 82 - 106 

D: mm. 107 - 146 

E: mm. 147 - 159 

F: mm. 160 - 183 

In the following discussion, the musical activity of the figures in each of 

the six sections will be examined, in order to show how these figures generate 

perceived temporal dis tortions. 

Section A- mm. 1 - 37 

Section A is in two parts. The fint part (the opening of the piece) begins 

with the mut& tuba playing a two-note motive, a descending semitone in the 

low register. This motive appean throughout the work, performed only by low- 

register instruments. The motive is augmented by the addition of instruments, 

and is itself developed into longer, 'extended' motives. As instruments and 



instrument families 'pass' the 'extended' motives back and forth in mm. 1 - 15, 

the figure begins to feel more and more unstable. In cornposing this figure, the 

notes for each instrument (linearly), were selected somewhat randornly, though 

favoring tritones, semitones and thirds. The rhythms were chosen with 

awareness to physicd and technical limits of each instrument The overall intent 

in mm. 1 - 16 was to create the illusion that the tw-nobe motive had multiplied 

uifinitely. 

In mm. 14 - 15, the cello abandons its original figuip to bring us into the 

second part of Section A, mm. 16 - 37. The prirnary focus of this second part is 

the 'centralization' of the note e; the cello initiates this activity in m. 16, joined by 

the viola in m. 19, and the two v i o h  in m. 20. The strings 'centralid around 

the e by attacking and sliding between e and their upper and lower quarter-tones 

until m. 3 2  The note e was chosen because of the violin's double-stop capability; 

e-natural is produced on 1 (su1 E )  and the upper and lower quarter-tones of e are 

produced on 1T (siil A), thereby blumng the pitch. The upper woodwinds and 

trumpet join the 'centralization' of e in mm. 23 - 37, thereby overlapping and 

completing the 'centralization' in the second part of Section A. In the 

'background,' the instruments from the fint part of Section A (minus the cello) 

reiterate the two-note motive kom the fint part of Section A, although here they 

a b c  k together. 

It should be noted that in Section A, four rhythms which are closely 

relatecl are introduced; these enter again at different points in the piece: a) the 



two-note motive, b) a series of 'random' notes in continual rhythm, c) the two- 

note motive with the second note held, and finally, d) a repeated note, with the 

duration of rest between each successive entry gradually increasing. 

As the activity inmases in mm. 1 - 16, the pexeived time is lengthened 

due to the amount of information k i n g  processed; the countless pitches, 

dynamics, instruments, timbres, rhythms, etc., gain in activity and momenhim 

thereby forcing the expansion of experienced time. As the listener tries to accept 

perceptually the processes and relationships of al1 the musical elements, the 

mind can not 'catch up' to the abundance of information, thereby rnaking the 

mind believe that more time had passed than actually did. However, by 

'centralizing' e at m. 16, the listener may feel a return to 'dock-time' fiom 

lengthened perceived tirne. This 'centralization' of e is far more stable 

harmonically compared to mm. 1 - 15, where there is no pitch center. On the 

other hand, the lengthening of perceived time may continue into the second part 

of Section A due to the many wtable frequencies king pro- from the 



quarter-tones. Nonetheless, perceived time rehirns to 'clock-time' as the adivity 

gradually slows to a static end in m. 37. Therefore, the perceived temporal 

distortion and lengthening started at a very low level, proceeded to a very high 

level, and returned to normal. 

Section B-mm, 38 - 81 

The transition into Section B from Section A is very smooth; the two 

violins, viola and cello hold high hannonics into Section B. In mm. 38 - 44, the 

piano piays short ideas that never develop. Beginning in m. 44, emphasis is 

placed on strict sectional writing as the woodwind, brass and string sections 

perform their own figures for the remainder of the section, as the piano and 

percussion help punctuate attacks and fi11 out the timbre. The writing is 

arranged so that the focus jumps between the instrumental groups. The shift of 

attention between the three figures creates a larger 'conversation-like' figure. As 

two figures diminish in activity and dynamics, the remaining figure is brought 

to the foreground. In m. 68 the three instrumental groups continue similar 

material from before, but now without regard to each other's activity, meaning 

that the three figures act independently from each other. The h e e  figures in 

mm. 68 - 75 are somewhat similar; nine-tuplet groupings are used. In m. 75, al1 

instrumental groups, except brass, have ninetuplet groupings, and on beats 



thme and four of that measure, the ninetuplets are grouped by six to set up the 

climactic 618 meter in m. 76. Two pauses then occur for contrast and relief. 

The pitches used in Section B are, linearly, far more chromatic @y half- 

steps) than in Section A. Nso, with respect pitch organization, in m. 68 the brass 

section introduces a 22-tone series: 

Each sequentiai entry is the next note of the series, and the dynamics increase for 

the first three of four repetitions of the series. This 12-tone series is one of four 

12-tone series heard in the piece, but the first four notes of this particular series 

become very important in M o n  C, and for the remainder of the pise. 

Perceived time slowly and gradually lengthens in Section 0, due to the 

continual addition of layers of activity, but there is a retum to 'clock' t h e  at the 

fénnati in the last two measures of the section due to the iack of aura1 stimuli 

during the -ah'. The transfer and transaction of figures in the foreground 

enables the manipulation of time. The kind of 'roiler coastef transfers of figures 

k i n g  forced into the foreground and, in mm. 68 - 75, the addition of 

independent figures performed simultaneously, causes the mind to believe more 

time has passed. It is because the three different figures are constantly emerging 

into the foreground that the mind must constantly work to çhift ik focus ont0 the 

different figures, thereby extending perceiveci temporality. 



Section C m .  82 - 106 

The function of this section is transitional, i.e., the movement from Çection 

B to Section D. There are two new musical ideas that are introduced in this 

section Firstiy, sequences of unison notes are implemented as a contrast to the 

first two sections. In m. 82, several instruments play a unison line but some of 

the notes in the line are held. This idea appean, though varied a littie, in the 

bras, double bass and piano in mm. 90 - 97. The idea finally cornes to be 

realized in its entirety in the flute, two clarinets and piano in m. 93, and joined 

by the bassoon and oboe in m. 98. The second musical idea introduced in 

Section C is the use of 12-bone series. The= are four umIated 12-tone series 

employed in this section: 

4 

The first four notes of the first 12-tone series appear throughout this section. The 

a, b-Jat, d and e first appear in this section in m. 85, in the crystai glasses, 

percussion, and piano. The four notes appear as a chord in m. 87 in the hvo 

violins, viola and cetlo. These strings then continue by making glissizndi between 

the four notes of the chord, mbowing every chord note. The entirety of the four 



1Ztone series begins in m. 93 and ends in m. 106. The introduction of running 

16" notes in the piano and woodwinds in m. % prepares for the musical events 

in Section D. 

Although there are 3 layers of figures in the rnost dense part of Section C, 

the Listerter wiil perceive the passing of time close to 'dock-tirne.' By 

systematically repeating musical ideas, the figures involved are straightforward 

and not complex to process mentally; for example, the brass, double b a s  and 

piano stack notes to f o m  chords thaï recw every measure, in mm. 90 - 97. In the 

same way, with respect to =petition of material, the glissmrdi in the strings in 

mm. 88 - % repeat consistently. The only material that could cause the 

lengthening of perceiveci time is the mnning 1W notes in the woodwinds and 

piano, in combination with the other two figures-mm. 93 - 97. The nrnning 16h 

notes themselves will not cause too much temporal distortion due to the fact that 

the tempo is slow enough (quarter note = 50, at m. 98) that each and every note 

will be heard and easily processed, and, also due to the fact that the 16th notes 

are not broken; there are no rests iwrted to create an unpredictable figure. 

Section D - mm. 107 - 146 

There are two parts in Section D; mm. 107 - 135, and mm. 136 - 146. 

Section D is the middle of the piece, approxhately near the 7'30" mark. With 



this in rnind, a change in time signature seemed appropriate. In a way, it is also 

a change of pace. The halving of the beat unit from a quarter to an eighth 

represents an illusion to a quicker tempo. The time signature changes here take 

the form of a palindrome: 9/8-5/80 718-6/80 13/8-6/8-7/8-5/8-9/8. B 

seems only fining to set these time signatures into a palindrome at the center of 

the work Not only does this pattern repeat three thes, thereby foming its own 

palindrome, but formally, the main sections of the piece fonn a palindrome. 

This will become apparent in the discussion of Sections E and F. 

The musical material in the three repetitions of the paiindromic rhythmic 

cycles is very simiiar in that a l i  three are based on the 'unison' figure from the 

previous section. With each successive repetition, the 'unison' figure tikes on a 

new timbre, and because of the simiiarity in pitch structure, the figures simply 

expand Mrough addition. The section begins with the solo darinet; the second 

clarinet plays when the first clarinetist 'should' b r e a h ,  as the intent is to have a 

seamless musical line until the flute and oboe entry in mm. 113 - 114. The same 

four 12-tone series are used as in the previous section, which provides a natural 

and smooth continuation from Section C into Section D. in mm. 116 - 124, in the 

first repetition of the rhythmic cycle, the upper strings, percussion and piano 

take over and extend the 'unison' figure, but the sequence of pitches is not part 

of the 12-series used earlier, in mm. 107 - 115. 



in the second and final repetition of the rhythmic cycle, mm. 125 - 133, the braçs 

and pemssion enter with a starkly contrasting timbre. Despite the shift in 

timbre, the brass continues the extension of the 'unison' figure. The third 

rhythmic cycle ends in m. 133, but the 'unisod figure continues into what seems 

to be another repetition of the rhythmic cycle-the 9/8 and 5/8 in mm. 134 - 

135- but another cycle does not begin. If the pattern of time signature changes 

could be aurally received and decodeci, then the ear and mind would be fooled 

in predicting the continuation of a cornpiete new cycle beginning in m. 134. As 

the 'unison' figure cornes to a close, the second part of Çection D begins, mm. 136 

- 146. 

The second part of Section D ack as a transition to Sedion E. After the 

cacophonous ending of the first part of Section D, a more stable and calmer part 

is required in order to lead smoothly to Section E. In mm. 139 - 146, the 

foreground is represented by the oboe and muted trombone solo, doubled at the 

octave, which serves to continue the seçtion's emphasis of fines at the unison, 

while other instruments support the solo through small dynamic swells, to 

which the percussion adds tremoios. This 'cairn affzr the storm' also serves to 

lower the generai register, so as to lead smoothiy towards the low register at the 

begmning of Section E. 

One of the ways in which perceived time will be altered is caused by the 

time signature changes. When the meter constantly shifts, the listener may feei 

lost Onistein has found that "more 'organued' experhces were estimated as 

shorter than d i s o r g a d  ones. In storage size tems, a situation which was 



'organimd' would need l e s  space in storage than a 'disorganizd' one."lO 

Compared to the previous time signature (4/4), the listener has no strong sense 

of the downbeat, making it difficdt to p d i c t  or anticipate the next. Beginning 

in mm. 107 - 115, perceived time maintains relatively close to 'dock-the.' This 

begins to change at m. 116 where the entries of the woodwinds and percussion 

are unpredictable (in addition to the meter changes), and in the same manner, 

the entries of pitch patterns in the upper strings. The addition of iayers, and 

increase in activity in the percussion in mm. 125 - 135, will also cause the 

listenefs experienced time to lengthen. Although the perceived t h e  wiU 

lengthen, the amount wiU not be as great as in Sections A or B. Also, the use of 

'unison' figures pruvides a sense of harmonic stability, with which the listener 

will feel cornfortable, even though the note patterns are chromatic and atonal. In 

mm. 136 - 146, the passing of perceiveci the  should gradually return back to a 

stable 'dock-tirnef due to these two elements: a solo doubled in octaves, and the 

relatively static activity in the background. 

Sections E and F-mm. 147 - 159, mm. 160 - 183 

Ekginning in m. 147, there is a rehim to figures similar to those heard 

previously in Section A. AU of the rhythmic patkrns employed in Sxtion A (See 

p. 57), are now involved in mm. 147 - 156. In m. 155, the Bute, oboe and upper 



strings continue the upward motion initiated by the brasse As the bras ends in 

m. 156, these higher pitched instruments continue the registral ascent, in a 

different rnanner from the b r a s  only in that the notes are slurred. This registral 

ascent ody serves b provide a smooth bansiüon b section F. 

In Section F, beginning in m. 160, there is a return to figures heard in 

Section B. The piano solo is in the upper register, prepared by the registral 

ascent in the previous section, and is supported by the crystal glasses, harmonies 

in the strings and a low c in the double bass. The piano's registral descent in 

mm. 167 - 168 prepares the retum of the low figures previously heard in Section 

A.. The muted low-bras figure, against which the continuation of the string 

hamonics and crystal glasses are juxtaposeci, descends chromatically with every 

repetition of the 'rhythmk pattern,' except for the h'nt Acting more as a musical 

'link' than an object of juxtaposition to the low figures, is a muteci trumpet that 

descends chromatically every measwe. In mm. 172 - 176 the two violins, viola 

and cello play descending glissnndi, which can be viewed as a continuation 

and/or addition to the chrornatically descending figures in the brass. In m. 175 

the two-note motive makes its final return as it concludes the work An 

intereshg event occurs rhyüunically in mm. 176 to the end. Though linearly 

structurally intact, the repetition of the two-note motives takes the form of 

rhythmic pattern "&'(p. 57); therefore, in addition to rit. al Fine and decrescendo, 

there are greater rests between entries of the motive. The two-note motive 



appears les frequently through time, thereby also resembling r h y h i c  pattern 

The work concludes with a final statement of the two-note motive played by the 

muted tuba. 

Though the musical materials and events in Sections E and F are almost 

identical to those of Sections A and B, perceived time will not be affected as 

much as the first hearing. It is because the musical events are so similar, that in 

the 'second hearing' of these events, the listener will have already heard the 

material, and will be able to process the information fat more quickly. Ornstein 

believes that one way in which a "given stimulus situation is changed is bv its 

repetition."ll He tenns the repetition an 'automatic' stimulus situation. When 

repeating a stimulus, little memory space is needed (as the stimulus is alreadv 

Uiere), and our awareness for new activities decreases. Therefore, there is little, 

if any, distortion of perceived time in Sections E and F. An event that is 

perceptuauy interestin& though dws n0t concem the manipulation of pe~eived 

" Ornstein, 73. 



time, is the very end. As the two-note motives become more sparse linearly and 

non-linearly, the anticipation of the next becornes heighkned. As the last two- 

note motive sounds, almost two complete silent measures are conducted. The 

listener is waiting for the next tuba entry, and is wondering if there will be 

another. Nonetheless, the piece ends as it started. 

Relationships within globd form 

As mentioned earlier, palindrome plays a role in this piece. Palindrome, 

as a device, exists in Section D as an organization of time signature changes, and 

it also exists as a largescale structural device of constraint to provide an method 

of recognition and ability to 'foUod the motion and progression of figures 

within the piece. Given this, the piece has an ABA' largescale form. One of the 

main determinhg factors of this form is the way in which pitch is used. In A 

and A', the pitches are randornly chosen on the most part, as opposed to B, 

where the pitch selection follows a predetermined system. 
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